END
KRILL
F I SH I N G
Protecting Antarctica’s Keystone Species

The Impact
In 2018, after significant pressure from environmental groups, the
krill fishing industry agreed to set exclusions zones around the
Antarctic Peninsula, especially in areas where krill fishing vessels
and penguins were coming into conflict. However, even with these
exclusions’ zones, and the Convention for the Conservation of
Antarctic Marine Living Resources (CCAMLR) regulated catch
levels, more and more evidence is coming out to say that the
fishery is still affecting penguins.

The problem is not only that they are catching
a keystone species, but they are catching it in
areas where wildlife expect to find it. This is
what is increasingly threatening the penguins.
It is also the primary source of food for the great whales. Blue,
Humpback, Fin and Minke whales are but some of the species
that rely on krill. After these whale populations were decimated
by industrial whaling, they need krill to restore their populations
to what they once were.

“Krill are the foundation of the
Antarctic ecosystem. They need
as much protection as possible”
- Bob Brown

Krill are the
foundation of the
Antarctic Ecosystem.
A combination of climate change and industrial-scale fishing is threatening the krill
population in Antarctic waters. A collapse in krill populations would have a disastrous
effect on the Antarctic ecosystem. A report co-authored by U.S. scientist George
Watters warns that the krill reliant penguin population could drop by almost one-third
by the end of the century.
In 1970’s the commercial targeting of krill began, leading to their peak fishing in
1982, when an incredible 528,000 tonnes were caught. Following this, the fishery
started being regulated under CCAMLR. This resulted in an initial decline in catch
which then began rising sharply again until the collapse of the USSR, the krill catch
dropped dramatically by the early 90’s.
In 2021, once again, the total amount of krill caught is on the rise. Huge factory
trawlers mainly from Norway and China are hoovering up Krill, and despite
catching krill at what has been described as a well-regulated and precautionary
level, mounting evidence is showing that penguins and whales are suffering from this
destructive fishery.

Why is it caught?
Krill are caught predominately for two things: Fish farm feed,
which is where the majority is used and health supplements as
an Omega 3 oil. Travelling to the end of the earth, in huge fossil
fuel burning factory trawlers, to catch a foundational ecosystem
species is unsustainable by any account but it becomes a
environmental crime when the product is used for things that we
have alternatives for.
Krill companies, especially the world’s largest supplier,
AkerBioMarine, have invested heavily in promoting the capture
of Antarctic krill as sustainable and green.

This is greenwashing. There is nothing
sustainable about Antarctic fisheries.

Krill are the main source of food for whales and
penguins and in fact they are one of the keys to
the Antarctic ecosystem survival.
Along with a rise in demand, there are now dire predictions for krill populations due
to climate change, with some reports suggesting as much as a 50% reduction in Krill
hatch rates by 2100.
With this monumental challenge approaching, we need to provide krill with as much
protection as we can. The entire ecosystem relies on them. We should end krill fishing
in Antarctica.
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End Krill Fishing
in Antarctica.
As a keystone species, krill is simply not acceptable
to catch for products we have alternatives for. Krill
has been cleverly marketed as a sustainable fishery;
however, the science is telling us it isn’t. With the
prediction of krill hatch rates halving by 2100, they
need as much protection as possible, as will the whole
Antarctic ecosystem, to allow both to cope with the
great changes brought upon by climate change.
The world’s oceans rely on a healthy Antarctic ocean.
It is a wild and incredible ecosystem, that deserves
protection, not factory vessels pillaging its waters.

After all, even though one krill is then
size of a paperclip, what happens to
Antarctica and the wildlife who live
there, affects all of us on Earth.
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